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4.1. Methodological overview

The methodology followed in this course is oriented towards the achievement of the learning objectives. A wide range of
teaching and learning tasks are implemented, such as lectures, seminars, tutorials, trips, essays, and exams.
This programme offers an analytical overview of the historical development of architecture, presented as an instrument of
learning and point of departure for the architect?s work, in the belief that an awareness and appreciation of the past will
instruct the students in a better understanding of the present and the future. 
This course doesn't simply aim at increasing the student?s store of knowledge but to engage in a series of activities (study
trips, guest lectures and the discussion of critical texts) that will foster their ability to formulate questions and provide them
with the necessary tools for tackling high-level research. It is our belief that the close study of the theories and practice of
architects whose work is universally regarded as having won a place in the halcyon of the history of architecture is an
essential component of an architect?s training, providing as it does a cultural background against which to gain a perspective
of their own work. We believe that being versed in a wide spectrum of references as well as scale, volume, form and
materials, equips students with the indispensable skills for critical reflection on matters such as typology, urban solutions,
levels of language, semantics and project methodologies, among others.
The purpose of the programme is to provide students with a solid practical and theoretical knowledge that will enhance their
interpretative and critical capabilities and prove invaluable in their future development as architects.

4.2. Learning tasks

This course is organized as follows:
 
1. LECTURES. Attendance to lectures is strongly recommended
2. SEMINARS. Attendance to lectures is strongly recommended. Seminars are two hours per week. The class is divided in
groups of no more than 25 students each. Each section of the course is supported by a seminar to discuss the main works
and theoretical writings of the period.
3. TUTORIALS. The teachers will have six hours per week of office hours in order to solve the doubts that the students could
have. In any case office hours could be used as a substitute for the lectures or the seminars.



4. EXCURSIONS AND TRIPS. An excursion to visit building related with the program could be scheduled during the
semester.
5. VOLUNTARY ESSAYS. The students have the possibility to write short essays (should be 1.000 words long) to increase
their grade.
6. MID-TERM EXAM will cover the topics explained in the first part of the course and the required readings.
7. FINAL EXAM will cover the topics explained in the second part of the course and the required readings.
 
MOODLE will be used to update the readings recommended during the course as well as to post grades and further
readings. Students should check MOODLE every week.
 
Lectures on theory are taught in lecture rooms, whereas seminars, workshops and ?crits? take place in smaller groups in
seminar rooms through tutorials and individual teaching. Visiting scholars, lecturers and study trips complete the programme
of study.

4.3. Syllabus

This course will address the following topics:
 
The turn of the century
C1_ Art Nouveau in Europe: Paris, Brussels, Barcelona? Glasgow and Charles Rennie Mackintosh
C2_ The School of Chicago. The origins of Frank Lloyd Wright and the Prairie Houses
C3_ Viennese Secession. From Otto Wagner to Adolf Loos and his proposal for a ?Raumplan?
C4_ The rationalization of the new century. Art and industry: Deutscher Werkbund
 
Interwar avant-garde
V1_ Abstract and figurative avant-garde: Expressionism in Germany and Nederlands
V2_ Abstract and figurative avant-garde: Neo Plasticism in the Nederland
V3_ Abstract and figurative avant-garde: Italian Futurism and Soviet Constructivism
V4_ Gropius and the Bauhaus: the Neue Sachlichkeit. Functionalism and Rationalism V5_ Rationalism in Italy: Terragni and
the ?littorio?
 
The masters of the first generation
M1_ Mies van der Rohe in Europe: neoplastic tectonics
M2_ Le Corbusier: a new spirit. 1918-1939
M3_ Alvar Aalto: from Nordic Classicism to Rationalism al Rationalism
M4_ Frank Lloyd Wright: from Taliesin to Johnson Wax

4.4. Course planning and calendar

Week 1: Course presentation
Week 2: C1
Week 3: C2
Week 4: C3
Week 5: C4
Week 6: V1
Week 7: V2
Week 8: V3
Week 9: V4
Week 10: V5
Week 11: M1
Week 12: M2
Week 13: M3
Week 14: M4

Further information concerning the timetable, classroom, office hours, assessment dates and other details regarding this
course will be provided on the first day of class or please refer to the College of Higher Engineering and Architecture (EINA)
website ( ) and Moodle.https://eina.unizar.es/

4.5. Bibliography and recommended resources
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